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Church, State and Public Justice
2009-09-20

abortion physician assisted suicide same sex marriages embryonic stem cell research poverty crime what
is a faithful christian response the god of the bible is unquestionably a god of justice yet christians have
had their differences as to how human government and the church should bring about a just social order
although christians share many deep and significant theological convictions differences that threaten to
divide them have often surrounded the matter of how the church collectively and christians individually
ought to engage the public square what is the mission of the church what is the purpose of human
government how ought they to be related to each other how should social injustice be redressed the five
noted contributors to this volume answer these questions from within their distinctive christian
theological traditions as well as responding to the other four positions through the presentations and
ensuing dialogue we come to see more clearly what the differences are where their positions overlap and
why they diverge the contributors and the positions taken include clarke e cochran a catholic perspective
derek h davis a classical separation perspective ronald j sider an anabaptist perspective corwin f smidt a
principled pluralist perspective j philip wogaman a social justice perspective this book will be instructive
for anyone seeking to grasp the major christian alternatives and desiring to pursue a faithful corporate
and individual response to the social issues that face us

Penal Populism and Public Opinion
2002-12-05

although criminal justice systems vary greatly around the world one theme has emerged in all western
jurisdictions in recent years a rise in both the rhetoric and practice of severe punishment at a time when
public opinion has played a pivotal role in sentencing policy and reforms despite the differences among
jurisdictions startling commonalities exist among the five countries the u k usa canada australia and new
zealand surveyed here drawing on the results of representative opinion surveys and other research tools
the authors map public attitudes towards crime and punishment across countries and explore the
congruence between public views and actual policies co authored by four distinguished sentencing policy
experts penal populism and public opinion is a clarion call for limiting the influence of penal populism and
instituting more informed research based sentencing policies across the western world

Justice Through Law
2012

this investigation of five western criminal justice systems reveals startling similarities in recent
sentencing policies the authors contend that a trend of penal populism criminal justice policies designed
to appeal to the public appetite for retribution has done little to reduce crime

Penal Populism and Public Opinion
2023

in 2001 george w bush created the white house office of faith based and community initiatives the



driving force behind the policy was to create a level playing field where faith based organizations could
compete on an equal footing with secular organizations for government funding of social aid programs
given on the one hand the continuation of faith based policy under barack obama and on the other the
continued support by the vast majority of the american people for some form of such policy the need has
emerged to clearly understand what this policy is and the issues that it raises why first because the
policy reveals new paradigms that explode traditional political and religious designations such as
conservative liberal or evangelical progressive secondly it is a policy which is setting precedents that
with time will only become more entrenched in the institutional fabric of american government and the
values of the culture finally it does not seem to be a policy that is likely to just go away and if it won t go
away then how should responsible policy be conducted while john chandler s faith based policy a litmus
test for understanding contemporary america responds to this need to understand it also acknowledges
that there is already a substantial amount of documentation available which taken together provides a
comprehensive though sometimes biased picture of faith based policy this book contributes a relatively
brief impartial analysis that draws on and synthesizes the available information more specifically in order
to dissipate the confusion surrounding the perceptions that many have had concerning the intention and
meaning of the policy this book provides insight into 1 the theological visions of the faith based actors
behind the policy 2 how these actors have tried to apply these visions as the program has evolved in the
2000s 3 the divisiveness and debate that has characterized the faith based experiment and 4 how all of
the above may be held up for contemplation by the reader as a mirror of developing american culture

Faith-Based Policy
2013-12-16

many american presidents have had a deep and meaningful faith that has helped shape their worldviews
and characters and their religious commitments have strongly influenced their political philosophy
analysis of issues decision making and performance in office numerous presidents have testified that
their faith enabled them to cope with the colossal challenges of their office and gave them courage and
comfort this book examines eleven chief executives from john adams to barack obama

Religion in the Oval Office
2015

evangelicals today probably have more political influence in the united states than at any time in the last
century but they might not be certain what to do with it it has been difficult to develop a unified voice on
pressing issues such as social justice and moral renewal bestselling author and theologian ron sider
offers a biblically grounded factually rooted christian approach to politics that cuts across ideological
divides shaped by a careful study of society this book will guide readers into more thoughtful and
effective political activity it addresses perennially tough questions that often divide the church and
includes a case study of the federal deficit debate practical balanced and nonpartisan this book will be a
welcome resource during the 2012 presidential race this is a revised version of what was previously
published as the scandal of evangelical politics

Just Politics
2012-09-01



christians are called to be informed about political science as they seek to be ambassadors for christ in a
diverse society in this introductory textbook fred van geest presents a balanced christian perspective on
political science providing a nonpartisan guide to the key concepts institutions and policies that shape
politics today

Introduction to Political Science
2017-07-04

this is volume 3 2013 of interpreter a journal of mormon scripture by the interpreter foundation it
contains articles on diverse topics such as the relationship between faith and reason a book review of
comparing and evaluating the scriptures a timely challenge for jews christians muslims and mormons the
biblical and non biblical quotes from paul a book review of four views on the spectrum of evangelicalism
an analysis of the parallel narratives of ammon1 and ammon2 a book review of forgery and
counterforgery the use of literary deceit in early christian polemics an analysis of directions in the book
of mormon nephite insights into israelite worship a book review of brigham young pioneer prophet and a
possible explanation for one day to a cubit as found in facsimile 2 of the book of abraham

Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 3 (2013)
2013-03-04

in the aftermath of world war ii the united states stood at a precipice the forces of modernity unleashed
by the war had led to astonishing advances in daily life but technology and mass culture also threatened
to erode the country s traditional moral character as award winning historian george m marsden explains
in the twilight of the american enlightenment postwar americans looked to the country s secular liberal
elites for guidance in this precarious time but these intellectuals proved unable to articulate a coherent
common cause by which america could chart its course their failure lost them the faith of their
constituents paving the way for a christian revival that offered america a firm new moral vision one
rooted in the protestant values of the founders a groundbreaking reappraisal of the country s spiritual
reawakening the twilight of the american enlightenment shows how america found new purpose at the
dawn of the cold war

The Twilight of the American Enlightenment
2014-02-11

this collection of essays edited by eric johnson and stanton jones offers four different models for the
relationship between christianity and psychology

Psychology & Christianity
2000-01-01

is agreeing to disagree good enough for god s family christians don t necessarily agree with each other
when it comes to questions of religious pluralism homosexuality the role of government abortion and war
too often we manage these disagreements by ignoring them yet we are called to engage the world for



the sake of christ how can we be effective if we avoid society s most pressing questions in 10 issues that
divide christians alex mcfarland challenges christ followers to drill down to the biblical core of ten current
issues such as social justice evil and suffering pornography and environmentalism among others and
echoes the biblical invitation come let us reason together only by engaging the scriptures deeply thinking
clearly and speaking truthfully can we in god s family address our differences and discover the peace
that comes with unity of purpose with the bible as our guidebook and the spirit as our guide we can
respond to today s urgent questions with the mind of christ

10 Issues That Divide Christians
2014-02-13

in a world of war terrorism and other geopolitical threats to global stability how should committed
christians honor jesus christ and his word how should christians think and act when it comes to church
state relations the preservation of order the practice of just peacemaking and the use of coercive force in
this volume in ivp academic s spectrum series four contributors experts in christian ethics political
philosophy and international affairs offer the best of current christian thinking on issues of war and peace
they present four distinct views eric patterson just war view myles werntz nonviolence view a j nolte
christian realist view meic pearse church historical view each contributor makes a case for his own view
and responds to the others highlighting complexities and real world implications of the various
perspectives edited and with an introduction and conclusion by the philosopher paul copan this book
provides a helpful orientation to the key positions today spectrum multiview books offer a range of
viewpoints on contested topics within christianity giving contributors the opportunity to present their
position and also respond to others in this dynamic publishing format

War, Peace, and Violence: Four Christian Views
2022-09-13

is morality dependent upon belief in god is there more than one way for christians to understand the
nature of morality is there any agreement between christians and atheists or agnostics on this heated
issue in god and morality four views four distinguished voices in moral philosophy ariticulate and defend
their place in the current debate between naturalism and theism christian philosophers keith yandell and
mark linville and two self identified atheist agnostics evan fales and michael ruse clearly and honestly
represent their differing views on the nature of morality important differences as well as areas of overlap
emerge as each contributor states their case receives criticism from the others and responds of
particular value for use as an academic text these four essays and responses covering the naturalist
moral non realist naturalist moral realist moral essentialist and moral particularist views will foster critical
thinking and contribute to the development of a well informed position on this very important issue

Handbook on the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
1949

does god suffer does god experience emotions does god change how should we interpret passages of
scripture that seem to support one view or the other and where do the incarnation and christ s suffering
on the cross fit into this this spectrum multiview volume brings together four theologians with decidedly



different answers to these questions the contributors make a case for their own view ranging from a
traditional affirmation of divine impassibility the idea that god does not suffer to the position that god is
necessarily and intimately affected by creation and then each contributor responds to the others views
the lively but irenic discussion that takes place in this conversation demonstrates not only the diversity of
opinion among christians on this theological conundrum but also its ongoing relevance for today views
and contributors strong impassibility james e dolezal assistant professor in the school of divinity at cairn
university qualified impassibility daniel castelo professor of dogmatic and constructive theology at seattle
pacific university qualified passibility john c peckham professor of theology and christian philosophy at
andrews university strong passibility thomas jay oord professor of theology and philosophy at northwest
nazarene university spectrum multiview books offer a range of viewpoints on contested topics within
christianity giving contributors the opportunity to present their position and also respond to others in this
dynamic publishing format

God and Morality
2012-08-28

long live the red terror this and other political slogans were used by china s communist rulers as leverage
for conflict and conflict management during 1949 china s cultural revolution movement understandably
fueled anger fear and terror among chinese citizens currently contrary to the positive facade that china
under the control of the communist chinese party ccp tries to project regarding human rights a dark
reality reveals a brutal authoritarian state with no concern for religious freedom what guiding philosophy
could best help procure provide and protect religious freedom for all in a post communist christianized
democratic china bob fu argues that while various christianity oriented theories may appear promising
they fail to provide an adequate pluralistic foundation for protecting the religious freedoms of people of
all faiths and none the predominant theory of political liberalism in the west likewise fails to prove
sufficiently inclusive for all faiths and worldviews as an alternative the author defends baorong duoyuan
inclusive pluralism his own contextualized theory modeled after principled pluralism this model he
believes has the potential to help ensure that religious freedom for all becomes a reality

Divine Impassibility
2019-08-13

life confronts us with an endless stream of questions some are trivial but some draw us into the deepest
dimensions of human inquiry a place where our decisions have profound implications for life and faith is
there a god and if so how can i know anything about who or what god is is the quest for truth an elusive
dream how should i live and what should i value what happens at the end of my biological existence
these questions lead people of every creed and belief to consider important existential concepts but
many people wrestle with the relationship between faith and reason as they dig into the roots of this
theological and philosophical pursuit does a shared interest in a common set of questions indicate that
philosophy and theology are close kin and allies or are they competitors vying for our souls each
requiring a loyalty that excludes the other in this spectrum multiview volume steve wilkens edits a
debate between three different understandings of the relationship between faith and reason between
theology and philosophy the first viewpoint faith and philosophy in tension proposes faith and reason as
hostile exclusive opposites each dangerous to the integrity of the other the second faith seeking
understanding suggests that faithful christians are called to make full use of their rational faculties to aid



in the understanding and interpretation of what they believe by faith in the third stance thomistic
synthesis natural reason acts as a handmaiden to theology by actively pointing people toward salvation
and deeper knowledge of spiritual truths bringing together multiple views on the relationship between
faith philosophy and reason this introduction to a timeless quandary will help you navigate with rigor and
joy one of the most significant discussions of the christian community spectrum multiview books offer a
range of viewpoints on contested topics within christianity giving contributors the opportunity to present
their position and also respond to others in this dynamic publishing format

register of debates in congress
1830

what you believe about politics matters the decades since the cold war with new alignments of post 9 11
global politics and the chaos of the late 2010s are swirling with alternative visions of political life ranging
from ethnic nationalism to individualistic liberalism political ideologies are not merely a matter of
governmental efficacy but are intrinsically and inescapably religious each carries certain assumptions
about the nature of reality individuals and society as well as a particular vision for the common good
these fundamental beliefs transcend the political sphere and the astute christian observer can discern
the ways sometimes subtle sometimes not in which ideologies are rooted in idolatrous worldviews in this
freshly updated comprehensive study political scientist david koyzis surveys the key political ideologies
of our era including liberalism conservatism nationalism democracy and socialism koyzis gives each
philosophy careful analysis and fair critique unpacking the worldview issues inherent to each and
pointing out essential strengths and weaknesses as well as revealing the narrative structure of each the
stories they tell to make sense of public life and the direction of history koyzis concludes by proposing
alternative models that flow out of christianity s historic engagement with the public square retrieving
approaches for both individuals and the global institutional church that hold promise for the complex
political realities of the twenty first century writing with broad international perspective and keen
analytical insight koyzis is a sane and sensible guide for christians working in the public square culture
watchers political pundits and all students of modern political thought

Register of Debates in Congress
1825

there are numerous issues in the public square confronting the western church while there are any
number of books available on each of the topics engaged in this collection of essays just war family
planning rest immigration politics economic recession fair trade and health care there is no compact
guide that approaches each of these issues from an evangelical perspective coffee shop conversations
does just that the book does not aim to address each issue exhaustively instead it offers an evangelical
approach to these topics with the hopes that the door will be opened for further conversation this book
brings together the expertise of several evangelical scholars who are committed to serving the church
through scholarship the volume is therefore ideal for student ministry sunday school classes small groups
and individuals interested in engaging the wider culture from a stance that is well reasoned and
committed to biblical faith and practice



The Politics of Inclusive Pluralism
2020-12-16

this collection of surveys examines and compares public reactions to sentencing policies in england the
usa canada the netherlands and australia how punitive is the public in these countries how much
leniency or severity will the public tolerate how much do policy makers know about the public s view are
victims more punitive than non victims are the elderly more punitive than the young do severe or lenient
sentences influence people s disapproval of crimes what is the influence of the media s selective
reporting the contributors set out to find answers to these and other questions in this wide ranging
collection of studies the editors introduction examines how surveys in this field have developed and it
comments on innovations in methodology illustrated by the contributors

Faith and Reason
2014-06-10

abraham kuyper the dutch neo calvinist theologian pastor and politician was well known for having
declared that there is not a square inch of human existence over which jesus christ is not its sovereign
lord this principle is perhaps best reflected in kuyper s writings on calvinism originally delivered as the
stone lectures in 1898 at princeton theological seminary these lectures reflecting on the role of the
christian faith in a variety of social spheres including religion politics science and art have become a
touchstone for contemporary reformed theology how might the lectures continue to inform the church s
calling in a secular age in this volume jessica joustra and robert joustra bring together theologians
historians scientists and others to revisit kuyper s original lectures and to critically consider both his
ongoing importance and his complex legacy for today

Political Visions & Illusions
2019-05-07

a world renowned sociologist argues that evangelical biblicism is impossible and produces unwanted
pastoral consequences

Coffee Shop Conversations
2013-05-07

human annihilation has never been so easy artificial intelligence guided genetic engineered
nanotechnology and robotics ai gnr are widely recognized as our most transformative technological
revolution ever yet we do not even have a common moral language to unite our pluralistic world to
prevent an ai apocalypse should this revolution explode out of our control this book is the first known
comprehensive global bioethical analysis of ai and ai gnr by defining the thomistic aristotelian personalist
foundation of the rights and duties based social contract framework of the united nations and then
applying it to ai as such it creates a compelling approach which will appeal to scientists health
professionals policy makers politicians students and anyone interested in our shared survival around
shared solutions



Public Attitudes to Sentencing
1988

why do we have to learn this for as long as there have been students teachers have been answering this
question but we haven t always answered it very well for our students or for ourselves we sometimes
forget that everything we teach whether sacred or secular has value because it is part of god s truth and
integrating that truth across the curriculum is what makes an education christian this book from a father
and daughter team of seasoned christian educators offers a comprehensive biblically based presentation
of integration its goal is to help readers view all aspects of the curriculum within the framework of god s
story as told from genesis to revelation by organizing subject areas under five broad categories nature
people communication beauty and ultimate issues the authors demonstrate that each subject area flows
from the biblical story each chapter concludes with a summary of the truths presented a set of teacher
tips and a list of additional resources

New Legislation Concerning Crimes, Misdemeanors, and
Penalties
1900

this is an introduction to african christian ethics for christian colleges and bible schools the book is
divided into two parts the first part deals with the theory of ethics while the second discusses practical
issues the issues are grouped into the following six sections socio political issues financial issues
marriage issues sexual issues medical issues and religious issues each section begins with a brief general
introduction followed by the chapters dealing with specific issues in that area each chapter begins with
an introduction discusses traditional african thinking on the issue presents an analysis of relevant biblical
material and concludes with some recommendations there are questions at the end of each chapter for
discussion or personal reflection often asking students to reflect on how the discussion in the chapter
applies to their ministry situation

Calvinism for a Secular Age
2022-02-08

american evangelicals today assesses the contemporary social religious and political characteristics of
evangelical protestants today and it does so in light of 1 whether these characteristics are similar to or
different from the corresponding characteristics of adherents of other major faith traditions in american
religious life and 2 the extent which these particular characteristics among evangelicals may have
changed over the past four decades in addition it analyzes the extent which evangelicals are divided
today and it does so within the framework of four potential factors that might shape such divisions racial
ethnic differences generational differences educational differences and religious differences american
evangelicals today is designed to serve as an accessible but scholarly overview of american evangelicals
one that is appealing to all scholars students and laity alike smidt offers a discussion of the nature of
evangelical protestantism highlights the particular analytical issues at play when one seeks to determine
just who are to be classified as evangelicals and reveals some of the contradictory findings that can
emerge through the use of these different analytical frameworks for defining evangelicals the volume not
only analyzes the current characteristics of evangelicals in light of those exhibited by other religious



traditions as well as how evangelicals have changed over time but it looks toward the future addressing
generational differences and other possible factors for change among evangelical protestants

Bible Made Impossible, The
2011-08

human hostility is not the narrative of a selected few since the fall of the grandparents of the human
family adam and eve all humans have continued to participate in the reality of evil accordingly the
question is no longer whether evil will strike but rather when evil strikes how should humans particularly
christians respond to it this book offers a relevant and effective theology and ethics for addressing the
issue of christian response to violence in nigeria and beyond it situates the whole gamut of the reign of
human hostility in its various manifestations self interest and greed for power deception and social
injustices governmental official corruption terrorism and so on it encourages humans to take seriously
both the fact of god creating humans good and the fall serving as the gateway of evil into the human
race it recognizes the complexity of human problems yet it offers possibility for just peacemaking in spite
of the horrific violence across the globe humans are still able to do tremendous good thus the book
recognizes the paradox of humanity humans are capable of doing tremendous good and equally capable
of doing tremendous evil

The Global Bioethics of Artificial Intelligence and Human
Rights
2020-07-22

this collection of essays offers a unique contribution to the study of violence and justice in a late
medieval and early modern italy by combining a multivocal perspective with a case study focus on the
city state of bologna drawing on the city s singularly rich archival resources the authors explore various
facets of violence ranging from the interpersonal to the less frequently studied typologies of blasphemy
rape political rebellion and student brawls and set the institutions of the police and law courts into their
socio political and cultural contexts they also apply a broad variety of quantitative and qualitative
approaches processual microhistorical legalism comparative and criminological to their assessments of
the procedures and practices of criminal justice and the experiences of violent behavior providing both
short term in depth analyses of specific events and over arching reviews of long term trends bologna
itself with its renowned university economic innovations strategic importance as a commercial and
cultural crossroads its political volatility and experiments with diverse constitutional structures provides a
rewarding laboratory for analyzing changes and continuities in late medieval and early modern violence
and justice from these studies emerges a narrative that challenges the traditional portrayal of those
periods as eras when brutality and rage were normal in social relations and criminal justice was
characterized mainly by punitive strategies of torture and repression

The Forest and the Trees
2008-03-01
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